
I. Name of the educational program: Criminalist 

 

II.Vocational qualification stage defined by European Qualifications 

Framework: V 

III.Vocational qualification: Stage V vocational qualification of Criminalist 

 

IV.  Program volume: 60 credits 

V. Prerequisites:  

 Stage IV vocational qualification of Criminalist 

 Passing vocational test 

 Informal education 

VI.  Aim of the educational Program: 

The program aims to prepare assistants of law who will have necessary 

theoretical and practical knowledge in criminalistics about getting physical 

material on the crime scene. They will be able to take photos, detect, fix and 

take the material on the crime scene for the further investigation. The 

educational program aims to prepare criminalists who will know the issues such 

as criminalistics methodology, techniques, tactics and methods for different 

crimes; prepare specialists who who will take part in the process of 

investigation by following the criminal law norms. They will take part in the 

process of investigation, study crime scene and  physical evidence, fix and take 

the material. They will also do the operations which need fixing of 

environment or are related to the process of expertize.  By following criminal 

law norms, specialists will have necessary theoretical and practical knowledge 

about getting materials on the crime scene.   

 

VII. Learning outcomes 

1 Knowledge and understanding: 

1.1 Knows the specifics and purpose  of biological traces, features of their 

detection, fixing  and getting as well as follows the procedural and safety norms 

in the process of working on each trace.  



1.2 knows judicial ballistics, internal and external ballistics, obtaining 

material for expertise and establishing detailed version according to the existing 

traces. Can prepare a report on the work done at the trial.    

1.3 Follows safety rules while working with explosives and equipment. 

knows the basics of biology, chemistry and physics used in professional 

activities  

1.4 Keeps the safety rules and takes expert samples while working with 

poisonous chemically active substances. Knows procedural tactical issues for 

appointment and conducting expertise.  

1.5 Knows procedural and tactical issues of conducting investigations and 

other procedures, has knowledge of human crimes and investigation methods, 

procedural rights and obligations of investigative subjects. 
 

2. Applying knowledge 

2.1 He will be able to work on the crime scene and use a wide range of 

cognitive and practical skills in non-standard and foreign environment. 

2.2 Can carry out appropriate procedural measures to review all types of 

footprints - fixing, packing and procedural signing; Fixing tracks, detection of 

fingerprints and trail and carrying out further procedures.  

2.3 Can take photo and video material and prepare the material for  the 

further research; recover  the crime mechanism at the scene of the 

investigation; leading the criminal group which works on the scene. 
 

3. Making judgement 

3.1 Can make a conclusion and make a decision on the sequence of 

measures to be taken to remove footprints and other material evidence at the 

scene of investigative action. Identify the problems identified at the stage of 

detection or identification of the person. 

3.2 Analyze the outcomes of investigative actions, analyze the types of 

tracks and their origin mechanisms and convey the conclusion at the level of 

the investigative version. Identify relevant data for solving the problem solved. 

 3.3 Can be judged by a different case, making decisions about revealing 

evidence and inviting experts to consider. Analyze the situation using standard 

methods and make reasonable conclusions 

 

4. Communication skills 

4.1 Can express ideas and position consistently, logically and structurally as 

well as  formulate and discuss. Can prepare and presentate  report of 

professional issues  for specialists or non-specialists. 



4.2 Can work on obtained results, analyze quality and quantitative 

information, interpret the information obtained from the different sources, 

formulate the professional concepts and transmit it to the working group. Can 

find information related to the fingerprint and use modern information 

technologies in native and foreign languages. 

4.3 Knows special computer programs that can be used in criminal 

activities; can find professional information in native and foreign languages and 

use modern informative technologies for this.  

 

5. Learning skills 

5.1 Can define learning directions in changeable and unforeseen situation 

and   take into consideration the evaluation of gained knowledge  and future 

needs. 

 

Values 

6.1 Has realized the values associated with the profession, can evaluate the 

attitudes toward these values and share them with others. 
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                           CREDITS 

N Subjects Code Credits 

I term II term 

1 Foreign language 3 SFEP060451.V. 

1 

2 2 

2 Professional informatics SFEP060451.V. 

2 

2 2 

3 Skills for court SFEP060451.V. 

3 

 3 

4 Criminalistics SFEP060451.V.4 4 4 

5 Fingerprint SFEP060451.V.5 4 4 

6 Basics of Physics SFEP060451.V.6 3  

7 Basics of Chemistry SFEP060451.V.7 3  

8 Basics of Biology SFEP060451.V.8  3 

9 Learning practice  12 12 

 Total  30 30 

 

 

 

 


